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Problem Solving
Run the problem-solving activities
Using the two series side-by-side, your school
will have access to 36 ready-made problems,
enough for one problem a week throughout
the school year.

Problem Solving
and Reasoning

18 Chunky chocolate cubes

Learning objective
• To investigate volume.

Reasoning skills
• Making connections
• Conjecturing and convincing
• Making generalisations

Curriculum link
Measurement: investigate
volume

Launching the activity
1. Display the word ‘volume’ on the board. Ask
children to discuss its definition with a partner.

2. Discuss these together, creating a shared
definition. At this point, you could also ask,
What’s the same? What’s different between
volume and capacity? Explain that volume is the
amount of space an object fills while capacity is
the amount a container holds.

The problem

The national curriculum places increased emphasis on
children’s ability to ‘reason mathematically’ and
‘problem-solve by applying their understanding’.

3. Share the prompt poster with the children. Give
them time to think, pair, share an initial response.

4. Discuss these initial responses together.

Problem Solving and Reasoning and the NEW More
Problem Solving and Reasoning will help develop teachers’
understanding of effective problem-solving strategies and
introduce them into everyday maths lessons.

5. Ask children to discuss with a partner how they
could approach solving the problem. Then ask
pairs to pair up to compare their approaches.

6. Give the children time to work on the problem in
their original pairs, supporting groups as needed.

✓ Develop logical thinking skills and encourage the
application of reasoning skills through multi-step
activities.

Background knowledge

NEW

78

Develop key strategies
17 key strategies to help you model how to solve problems
12 What’s the same? What’s different?

Give the children at least two
statements, objects or numbers
and ask them to compare them
by asking, ‘What’s the same?
What’s different?’
Why it’s effective
This strategy encourages the children to compare
and contrast. It fosters the children’s ability to spot
patterns and similarities, to make generalisations
and to spot connections between different aspects
of mathematics. The open-ended nature of the
key strategy enables all the children to contribute,
regardless of their ability and support can easily be
added.

Tips for use
Introduce the two (or more) things that you want the
children to compare and simply ask the questions
‘What’s the same? What’s different?’ This can
work well individually, or through paired or grouped
discussion. You could ask the children to write their
ideas on sticky notes, and share these together as a
class, discussing each statement as it is shared.
The strategy can be used with two things, but
can also be effective when used with more, as
this can help develop the children’s ability to
spot relationships. The strategy can also be used
effectively alongside the ‘Odd one out’ strategy.

Case studies
from the
classroom

38

Watch out

!

Children may point out ‘superficial’ similarities/
differences (e.g. they are both numbers).
These should not be discouraged and the more
often the children are exposed to this strategy, the
more ‘mathematical’ their responses will become.
Providing prompt questions or panic sheets as
described above can help the children focus their
thinking and produce deeper similarities/differences,
which demonstrates a greater level of reasoning.

Try these

14
21
What’s the same and what’s different about 18
and 27
?
 Same: both fractions, both a proportion, both
numerators are multiples of 7, both denominators
are multiples of 9, both are equivalent to 97 , both
are equivalent to 0.77 and 77% (with the aid of a
calculator)
 Different: the numerator and denominators are not
the same
 Draw attention to how the numerators are linked
by a common multiple and the denominators
are also linked by a common multiple, leading
into how this can be used to identify equivalent
fractions.

What’s the same and what’s different about a
quadrilateral and a rectangle?
 Same: both 2-D shapes, both polygons, both
have four sides, rectangles are quadrilaterals
 Different: a rectangle has 4 right angles and 2
different length sides; a quadrilateral just has to
have 4 sides
 Explore the properties of other 2-D shapes and
how different classifications can overlap.

Below are some examples to introduce your class
to this strategy. In these examples, the content level
is sometimes lower than that set out in the National
Curriculum for Year 6. This is to allow children to
focus on the development of reasoning skills, without
being restricted by subject knowledge.
What’s the same and what’s different about 7000,
70 and 0.7?
 Same: all related to 7 by a multiple of 10
(multiplied/divided by 100), all contain the digit 7
 Different: 0.7 is 100 times smaller than 70 and
7000 is 100 times bigger than 70
 Draw attention to the effect of multiplying/dividing
by multiples of 10.
 Possible prompt questions to provide: What is the
relationship between 0.7 and 7000? (× 100 × 100
= × 10 000)

A snippet from a conversation between two Year 6 children discussing the question:
What’s the same and what’s different about a bar and pie chart?

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 6

The key problem-solving
strategy is clearly
explained

What’s the same and what’s different about a bar
chart and a pie chart?
 Same: both show data, both are types of charts
 Different: pie charts show the proportion that
each response represents; bar charts do not
easily show this
 Explore the different types of data possible to
display on different types of graphs. What’s the
same and what’s different about 45 and 80%?
 Same: both a proportion, both represent the same
proportion (4 in 5), therefore 45 of a number and
80% of a number would be equal, both equal to
0.8
 Different: one is a fraction, the other is a
percentage
 Explore the equivalence between, and ways to
convert, fractions, decimals and percentages.

7. Once the children have solved the first part of
the problem, discuss together their thoughts
about the second part: if the chocolate layers
were 2 cm thick, would the volume be doubled?

• The children have to calculate the volume of
a cube which is made up of multiple layers of
chocolate.
• Volume is defined as the amount of space
which a 3-D object occupies; take great
care not to confuse capacity (the amount
something can hold) and volume.
• The children will benefit by using cubes to
explore this problem. Using different coloured
cubes for each layer of chocolate, children
can recreate the design of the chocolate
cube.
• They can then count the total number of
cubes which they have used.
• More able children may have already explored

✓ Integrate problem-solving and reasoning into day-today teaching with a bank of tried and tested strategies
and editable activities.

Key prompt questions can also be provided to
groups who may need more support, or more
generally when you need to scaffold the children’s
thinking in a particular direction. These could be
provided on ‘panic sheets’ (see Problem-solving
techniques on page 11) which the children should
use only if they cannot think of anything that is the
same/different themselves.

NEW additional activities
from More Problem Solving
and Reasoning to provide
more opportunities to put
strategies into practice.

Step-by-step approach to running the activity

Deepen and extend all
children’s understanding of
the maths curriculum

Key strategy

Problemsolving

the formula for the volume of a cuboid (length
× depth × height) and therefore be able to
calculate the volume. They will need to work
out that each side of the final cube is 3 cm
high, deep and long to calculate that the total
volume of the cube is 27 cm3.
• The children then need to work out the weight
of the cube. This can be done by multiplying
the value of the volume (27) by the weight of
each cm3 (4) giving a total weight of 108 g.
• The problem also asks children that if each
layer was 2 cm thick (rather than 1 cm), would
the overall volume be doubled? The overall
volume of this ‘new’ cube would be 6 × 6 × 6 =
216 cm3, not 54 cm3, as the length, depth and
height of the new cube would each be 6 cm.

 Give me a silly answer to this problem. Why is it
silly?
 Convince me this is the weight of the cube.

Providing differentiation
Support
The children will benefit from working in mixed ability
groups. It is essential that children are encouraged to
model the problem using cubes in the classroom.
Extension
The children could be encouraged to explore the
relationship between the dimensions of the cube and
the volume to begin to move towards the formula for
the volume of a cuboid. Very able children could be
challenged to work out the possible layer thickness
of the different types of chocolate in a cube that
weighs 500 g.

Key strategies
2 Another, another, another
3 Convince me
10 What do you notice?
11 What else do we know?
12 What’s the same? What’s different?

Problem-solving approaches
Mixed ability paired work, Think, pair, share

Taking it further
8. Allow time for the children to investigate this
second part together.

9. At the end of the session bring the children
back together and discuss their findings for the
second part of the problem. Finish by discussing
why the volume wasn’t simply doubled.

This investigation could be extended to further work
on volume. The children could investigate the volume
of other objects or designs and be challenged to
create shapes that have a set volume.
The investigation could also form part of a wider
set of maths work and investigations based around
chocolate!

Developing reasoning
 What’s the same? What’s different? about a
cube with 1 cm thick layers and one with 2 cm
thick layers?
 What do you notice about the relationship
between the volume and the overall dimensions of
your cube?

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 6

Guidance on how to
support, differentiate
and extend children’s
understanding
Activities and investigations

Provides CPD through background
information to boost teacher
subject knowledge

“The materials were
easy to follow and the
questions were excellent.
They challenged the children
to think carefully and explore
different options.”
Susan Wright, St. Barnabas CofE

Activities and investigations
3 Juice for school
6 Divisibility
8 Greatest product
10 Missing problems
16 Raspberry cupcakes
17 Pies or lines?

Includes real examples
from schools using
the materials

1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6

Online access

Permanent, whole-school online access via My Rising Stars

Price

£80 per Year Group
£415 for Problem Solving and Reasoning Years 1-6
£415 for More Problem Solving and Reasoning Years 1-6

Free samples

Download free sample activities from www.risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving

Child B: But a pie chart is a circle.

Key strategies

39

Project
activities onto
the whiteboard
for whole-class
discussion.

Key Stages

Child A: Yes, it shows proportions
of the data, not how much like
a bar chart does.

Child A: They both show data.

79

Sample taken from Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 6

2

www.risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving
01235 400 555

Problem-solving and reasoning is covered in the new primary
maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics.
See page 18 for more information.
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Fractions
Task A activities
enable children to
use and apply
understanding and
gain fluency.

Background
information
to support the
non-specialist
teacher

Fluency with
Fractions

Task B activities
offer a supportive
approach for children
who will struggle to
grasp the concepts.

Support every child
to develop a conceptual
understanding of fractions

10
UNIT

Subtracting fractions

Task

Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are multiples of the same
number.

_3_ + _3_ = 1 _1_
8 4
8

Children will need to apply knowledge of equivalents to
calculate in Year 5:

_3_
8

– _41_ or _82_

– _41_ or _82_
_5_
8

_7_
8

1_81_

1

Consider the next step, 1 _81_ – _41_ or 1 _81_ – _82_.

1_81_

Ask children to use what they know to consider the
calculation 1 _81_ – _43_. Ask more able children to consider

_3_
4

Children in Year 5 will be adding and subtracting fractions
that are greater than 1.

1 _18_ – _43_ = … as 1 _81_ – _86_ or _89_ – _86_

( )

( )

8 _4_
3
5) E.g. 1 _61_ – _65_ = _62_ _13_ 6) _43_ 7) __
8) _87_
Task A: 1) _35_ 2) 1 _18_ 3) 1 4) 1 __
10
10 5

( )

( )

()

8
5
7 _2_
7 _5_ __
1 _21_ 2) _78_ 3) _56_ 4) 1 __
1 _54_ 5) E.g. 1 __
Task B: 1) 1 __
– = 9 _3_ 6) _55_ (1), __
, ,
10
10
12 6 12 4
10 5

( )

2) 2 _94_ – _65_ = ___

3) 2 _34_ – 1_23_ = ___

9 _3_
4) 5_12_ – __
– =
12 4 ___

6) Pete and Ami are discussing the ‘descending’ sequences they have been using.
Find the answers to their questions.

I have to find the difference between the second number 5 _16_
and the third number in the sequence. The difference is _43_. What
are the first four numbers in my sequence?

( )

27
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Task C activities will
deepen understanding
– ideal to stretch more
able children.

Suggestions on
teaching using
manipulables and
visualisations

“Fluency with Fractions has helped us to meet the
increased expectations of fractions
in the new curriculum.”
Kat Holdsworth, Grange Primary School

4

Finding the difference
may help you here.

11 __
1
, 1 6 1 _37_ , 1 __
; Ami: 6 _36_ 6 _12_ , 5 _61_, 3 _56_, 2 _36_ 2 _21_
6) Pete: 2 _71_, 1 __
14 14
14

RS34488 Press.indd 26

• clear background information to support nonspecialists
• step-by-step guidance on using visual representations
• three activities with varying levels of challenge to
provide personalised support and challenge for
every child.

HINT:

I have to find the difference between the first number 2 _17_ and
5
the next number in the sequence. The difference is __
. What are
14
the first four numbers in my sequence?

26

Each Teacher’s Guide contains 18-22 lesson plans
which include:

7
=
4) 2 _21_ – __
10 ___

(Independent task)

33 __
13
16
29
11
1
Task C: 1) _92_ 2) __
= 1 __
3) __
– 20 = __
or 1 __
4) 4 5) E.g. 2 _56_ – __
= 1 _21_ or 1 _42_
18
18
12 12 12
12
12

( )

3) _35_ – _65_ = ___

5) Now make a subtraction calculation of your own using sixths and twelfths.
The answer must also be able to be expressed in quarters.

9 _4_
__
–
10 5
1_32_ – _65_
3
3_47_ – 1__
14

Knowledge of improper fraction and mixed number
equivalence will play a vital role, e.g:

C

1) 1_59_ – _34_ = ___



Ask different groups to practise with the following and
decide when it may be useful to find the difference:

2) 1_58_ – _43_ = ___

Find the answers to the following subtraction calculations.
Look out for questions where it is more useful to ‘find the difference’.

Use the fraction bar image and number line to confirm
21
in its simplest form.
the difference as _38_, also the _43_ bar is __
28

Recording subtraction
calculations

3
1
__
; rule – __
10
10

Task

Suggest that the ‘finding the difference’ model could be
useful here as the numbers are in close proximity to each
other and to a whole number.

This can also be modelled on the number line.

(Independent task)

6) Complete the sequence and write the rule.
19 _3_ __
__
, 1 , 13 ,
,
,
,
10 5 10 ___ ___ ___ ___

21
.
1 _81_ – __
28

_3_
8

Up to the solid line, both fractions are the same, so the
difference of _38_ is clearly seen between the solid and the
dashed line.

8)1_34_ – _87_ = ___

5) Now make a subtraction calculation of your own using sixths and twelfths.



Ask children also to consider converting to improper
fractions, e.g. _98_ – _82_ = _78_.
Record the calculation.

B

7
7) 1_12_ – __
=
10 ___

3
=
1) 1_45_ – __
10 ___

Establish that we can use knowledge of _88_ as one whole to
help us to bridge the whole.

Fraction bars can also be used to support this and
help to make sense of the ‘find the difference’ model of
subtraction.

7 __
4) 1__
– 4 =
10 10 ___

You may need at least two copies of fraction bars, up to twelfths.
Find the answers to the following subtraction calculations.
Look out for questions where it is more useful to ‘find the difference’.

What can we do to help us here?

Children may combine the second and third jump as a
jump of _48_ or _21_.

ANSWERS

Task



– _14_ or _82_

6) 1_12_ – _43_ = ___

Begin by counting backwards in steps of _41_ starting
from 1 _87_.
Ask children to quickly find the first number we land on
and any other numbers that will be in the count. Support
any groups where needed with reference to fraction bars.
What did you have to do to help with the count?
Establish that it is easier to use the _14_ and _28_ equivalence
so the denominators are the same.
Model the first three steps of the count on a number line.

so 1 _18_ – _43_ = _38_.

3)1_23_ – _32_ = ___

Use the fraction bars to help you to find equivalent fractions for the subtractions below.
You may find it useful to ‘find the difference’.

In the classroom

Many of the images used for addition can also be used
for subtraction. Using knowledge of the inverse, the
operation of subtraction will ‘undo’ addition and vice
versa, e.g:

2) 1_58_ – _84_ = ___

5) Now make a subtraction calculation of your own using sixths.

• A whole can also be described as a fraction, e.g. _55_. This helps us to convert an improper fraction to a mixed
number, e.g. _75_ to 1 _52_
• It is much easier to use subtraction when fractions have the same denominator

✓ Focuses on the toughest area of the national
curriculum.
✓ Indispensable guidance for teaching fractions
effectively.
✓ Carefully builds skills and confidence, and prepares
children for the national tests.

(Independent task or guided learning with an adult)

1) 1_15_ – _53_ = ___

Year 5 pupils should already know that:

Supporting understanding

A

You will need at least two copies of fraction bars, up to tenths.
Find the answers to the following addition calculations:

National Curriculum link:

Help all teachers to teach the trickiest area of the new
maths curriculum with Fluency with Fractions.

www.risingstars-uk.com/fractions
01235 400 555

Fractions

Unit 10: Subtracting fractions

Fluency with Fractions YEAR 5

Key Stages

1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year Group pack
includes a Teacher’s Guide and a CD-ROM.

Online access

Permanent, whole-school online access via My Rising Stars

Price

£65 per Year Group
£320 for the complete pack

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/fractions

Fractions are covered in the new primary maths programme
Rising Stars Mathematics. See page 18 for more information.

06/06/2014 14:08

Sample taken from Fluency with
Fractions Year 5

KS1 lessons
include ‘Talking
point’ images to
show fractions
in context.
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Arithmetic
YEAR 3 ARITHMETIC PRACTICE TESTS
YEAR 6 ARITHMETIC PRACTICE TESTS SET B

SummerTest
Test13
Autumn

minutes

• Addition and subtraction of fractions with the same
denominator, within 1
• Missing number statements with all four operations
Multiply simple pairs of proper fractions [6F5a]
• Multiplication and division by 10, 5, 2, 3 and 4, including
Divide proper fractions by whole numbers [6F5b]
derivatives
Multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100 and 1000 [6F9a]
• Formal written method for short multiplication
Multiply a single-digit number up to 2 decimal places by a whole
• Finding a half, a third, a quarter, two quarters or three
number [6F9b]
quarters of an amount

• Calculate intervals across zero [6N5]

• Add and subtract fractions and mixed numbers [6F4]

• Add and subtract numbers greater than 4 digits [5C2]

• Multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole numbers [5F5]

division [6C8]

•
•
•
•

Essential whole-school
preparation for the
arithmetic test paper
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Focus activity

17 1 1  2 1 

Y3 Autumn Test 4,
Y6 Autumn
3 Test 1
Y3 Summer Test 1,
Y6 Autumn
18 Test 3

18

6

84

491
4

Y4 Spring Test 4

Y4 Summer
60 Test 2,
Y5 Spring Test 6

4C7

Y4 282
Summer Test 6

4C6b

7 Test 2
Y4 Autumn
5

1

4C2

Y4 Autumn
9 Test 3

1

4F10a

Y3 Autumn
90 Test 6,
Y3 Summer Test 3

1

5C7b

Y5 Summer Test 2

1

5C2

Y5 Autumn Test 5

1

5F12
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1
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1
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75 
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1
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7

7

1
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1
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ref.
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15

48

Y5 Autumn Test 2,
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57 Test 2,
Y6 Summer Test 2,
Y6 923
Summer Test 2
Y6 Autumn Test 4,
Y6 Autumn
37 Test 5
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1

1

3

3

32

1

6F4

Y5 Summer Test 4

1
12

1

6F5a

Y6 Summer Test 3

3

Y3 Autumn Test 1, Y3 Autumn Test 6

1  1 
3
4

 34  612

18

1

6C8

20

 0.2  6

1.2

1

6F9b

7.75

1

6F9c

Y6 Spring Test 6

2

1
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1
1
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1
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Y3 Summer Test 1
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25 645 
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6C7a

Y6 Spring Test 4

1

6C8
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Y6 Summer Test 2

1
5

1

6F5b

Y6 Summer Test 4

27 5.6  1000 

5600

1

6F9a

Y6 Spring Test 1

28 20% of 4200 
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1

6R2

Y6 Summer Test 6

3

1

6N5

Y6 Autumn Test 6
Y6 Autumn Test 4,
Y6 Autumn Test 5

26

1

1

1

29

2
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5

Y3 Spring Test 6

Y3 Autumn Test 4
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6 Summer Test
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2

1
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Test
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1
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Y3 Summer Test 3
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1

3

15

1

6C9

7230

1

6F9a

Y6 Spring Test 1

0.48

1

6F9b

Y6 Summer Test 1

±
 8  32

8

9 30  2 =

±
 582 300

10

±

Y3 Autumn Test 5, Y3 Spring Test 1, Y3 Spring Test 2
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Arithmetic

36
 48

±

Y6 Autumn Test 1
Y6 Spring Test 5,
Y6 Summer Test 1

1

±
6

421  70 

Y3 Autumn Test 5, Y3 Spring Test 1, Y2 SpringY5Test
5
Autumn Test 2,

19

15  5 

±

questions
about
different
tables.
Remind
children
to check
their answer
by putting
the missing number back into the calculation and
Related test
working
out the calculation in the original order.
Y1 Summer Test 3

Mark

6

485

6

Marks

±
4

 7  11

5

6

Step
Step

273

±

E.g. o  15  18, so 18  15  o.
‘32 can be made with eights.
Missing number  270
How many eights? Don’t make me wait!’
o  3854  8643, so 8643  3854  o.
Missing(Children
number  shout:
4789 ‘It’s 4!’)
6854  o  379.2, so 6854  379.2  o.
Missing
number
 6474.8are competent, mix up
When
the children

Answer

15  5 

5

12

 569

Question 4: Can you use the inverse calculation or

fact recall, for example:

Step

2
Qu.
Question
No.

563 

calculation
from the same
factfor
family
to solve
Use call
and response
games
division
5another
the statement?

Compare the eight times, four times and
E.g. 8  o  0. With a product of zero, the missing
two times tables, emphasising doubling
multiplier must be zero.
and repeat doubling.

E.g. 60  o  4200. 6  7  42 so 60  70  4200.
1
8
 16  8

3

Step

Question 1: Is there anything about the calculation
that hints at the missing number?

3 Question 2: Does the calculation use a known fact?
7 or
orap
 28.
Sing
the eight times table.
3 E.g.
Step
3: Does the calculation use a derived fact?
4QuestionQuestion
number
Question
Answer
Step

5

Step

2

Date:

±

Use call and response games for
multiplication fact recall, for example:
‘8  7 you know it well,
8  7 you’ve got to tell.’
(Children shout: ‘It’s 56!’)

4

Step

6C8

Count in eights, forwards and backwards,
Model using a series of questions to help them
using
a number
line
and circling the
solve
missing
number
statements.
numbers.

16  8

1

• Calculate percentages of amounts [6R2]

New: The eight times table
Focus
activity: Missing numbers
A teaching suggestion

Class:

• Divide using decimals [6F9c]

• Use the order of operations to carry out calculations (BIDMAS) [6C9]

Step
Step

Name:

minutes

Skills and knowledge covered in this test:

• Addition of three single-digit numbers
• Addition and subtraction of multiples of 10
• Addition and subtraction of a two-digit or a three-digit
• Recognise and use the notation for squared and cubed [5C5d]
number and a single-digit number with and without
• Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by up to 2-digit numbers
crossing a ten
using long or short multiplication [6C7a]
• Addition and subtraction of a two-digit or a three-digit
• Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2-digit number using long or short
number and a multiple of 10 or 100
division, including with remainders [6C7b], [6C7c]
• Addition and subtraction of two two-digit numbers with
• Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and
and without crossing a ten

Summer Test 3

3020

Teacher guidance
Teacher guidance
Skills and knowledge needed for this test:

11 28  4 

±
12

6
9



1
9



Total
marksTest 34
Y3 Spring Test 1, Y3
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5

1

Y3 Summer Test 1

1
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Sample taken from Arithmetic Practice Tests Year 3

NEW

“Since fluency is such a focus in the new curriculum, the
Practice Tests have really helped our children to become more
proficient in recalling and applying number facts.”
Kayleigh Opdam, Maths Lead at Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School

6

Arithmetic Practice Tests Set A and B provide your school with varied and multi-step
arithmetic questions to help prepare children for the national tests. Use the tests as a
teaching resource to develop key arithmetic skills and as an assessment of children’s
understanding. Used alongside each other, Set A and B will provide you with enough
practice for one test per week throughout the school year!

Key Stages

1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6

Online access

Permanent, whole-school online access via My Rising Stars

The Arithmetic Practice Tests range provides:

Price

✓ 36 tests per year with increasing challenge to support progression
✓ guidance notes to support teachers in introducing and embedding key concepts
✓ help in developing a firm foundation in all number objectives assessed in the
new national tests.

£75 per Year Group
£390 for the Set A Years 1-6 pack
£390 for the Set B Years 1-6 pack

Free samples

Download free sample activities from www.risingstars-uk.com/arithmetictests

www.risingstars-uk.com/arithmetictests
01235 400 555

The new primary maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics
helps to build number fluency and develop arithmetic skills.
See page 18 for more information.
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Mental Maths
Join the
2,000 schools
that love New
Curriculum
Mental Maths
Tests.

Mental Maths Y1_Mental Maths Template 16/10/2013 11:27 Page 6

YEAR 1 MENTAL MATHS TESTS

Autumn Test 1
Questions, Answers and Topic Information

Listen carefully to the instructions I am going to give you. When I have finished reading them,
I will answer any questions. You will not be able to ask any questions once the test has begun.
I am going to ask you 10 questions. On your sheet there is an answer box for each question. Work out the
answer to the question in your head and write the answer in the answer box. For some of the questions,
there is information in the answer box to help you.
I will read each question twice. Listen carefully both times. You will then have time to work out an answer.
If you cannot work out an answer, put a cross in the answer box. If you make a mistake, cross out the
wrong answer and write the correct one next to it. There are some easy and some harder questions, so do
not be put off if you cannot answer a question.
Now pause, or press ‘pause’  on your CD player or computer. Ask the children if they have any questions.
Once you have answered all the questions, read out the following instructions. Alternatively, play the audio
recording from the CD-ROM.

Topic

XXXX

NPV

Look at your answer sheet. Circle the number six.

6

NPV

3

What is three add two?

5

AS

4

Look at your answer sheet. Circle the twenty pence coin.

5

Write the digit five.

5

NPV

6

Write the number that is one more than two.

3

NPV

7

Look at your answer sheet. Circle the animal that is second in the race.

NPV

8

Look at your answer sheet. Circle the cup on top of the table.

PD

9

Look at your answer sheet. Tick the biggest shape.

2

10

☺KL
Class:

Date:

1

3

2

4

5

6

7
3

3

2

5
Answer

Draw four crosses in the answer box.

Autumn Test 1

4

u Now we are ready to start the test.
You have 10 seconds to work out each answer and write it down.
1

YEAR 1 MENTAL MATHS TESTS

Name:

Read the following instructions or press ‘play’ u and listen to the instructions being read from the CD-ROM.

Whole-school mental
maths practice to improve
number fluency

Mental Maths Y1_Mental Maths Template 16/10/2013 11:27 Page 7

M

Mental
Maths

2

6
7
8
9

M

Write the sign that means add.

+

AS

10

Now put down your pen or pencil. The test is finished.

Which questions did you get right? Colour them in.

1

New Curriculum Mental Maths Tests provide ideal support
to help develop, practise and consolidate mental maths
skills, which are vital in achieving number fluency and
succeeding in the new arithmetic paper.
✓ Improve mathematical fluency – regular weekly
mental maths practice to develop fast number recall.
✓ Support progress – the questions get increasingly
challenging throughout the year.

NPV = Number, place value AS = Addition and subtraction MD = Multiplication and division
M = Measurement PS = Properties of shapes PD = Position, direction

F = Fractions

2

NPV

3

Total marks

AS

4

M

5

NPV

6

7

NPV

NPV

8

PD

9

M

10

AS

/10
7

Sample taken from Mental Maths
Tests Year 1

Key Stages

1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year Group pack includes photocopiable
Teacher’s Book, CD-ROM containing the tests in PDF format and audio
CD-ROMs containing MP3 files of the tests.

Online access

Permanent, whole-school online access via My Rising Stars

✓ Consolidate children’s learning – lots of practice of
times tables including the 12 times table.

Price

£90 per Year Group
£450 for the complete pack

✓ Save you time – with teachers’ notes to support you
administering and marking the tests.

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/mentalmaths

✓ Provide flexibility – questions can be projected
onto the whiteboard for whole-class practice, or the
teacher can read out the test script or play the audio.

8

6

NPV

www.risingstars-uk.com/mentalmaths
01235 400 555

“New Curriculum
Mental Maths Tests are
exactly what I have
been looking for! There
is nothing else like
this available.”

The new primary maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics
helps to build number fluency and develop children’s mental
maths skills. See page 18 for more information.

Maggie Brooks,
Royston Primary School
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Mastery
Introduction
Fundamental concepts in mastery: Problem Solving
and Reasoning

What is Mastery?
Mastery has become one of the ‘buzzwords’ in education. But what does mastery actually
mean?

Reasoning is a vital mathematical skill – children need to be able to make connections and
links within mathematics. Children must also be able to use and apply their mathematical
knowledge for a range of problems. After all, there is no point in having mathematical
knowledge unless it can be used to solve real-life problems! Many of the assessment activities
in this book focus around solving problems, and the mnemonic USE ME is a useful way to
support children through the problem solving and reasoning process, and can be applied to
many of the assessment activities in this resource.

Despite there being numerous variations on the definition of mastery, they can be summarised
as follows:
If a child has reached mastery, they will have a deep, secure and ﬂuent understanding of the
subject, which they can reason with, and apply to a range of situations.
Mastery is developed over the course of a child’s educational career, and this resource has
been written to help you assess if children are on track to have mastered the primary national
curriculum by the end of Year 6. Despite the term ‘mastery’ being used more frequently
since the launch of the 2014 curriculum, mastery, as a concept to develop ‘true’ transferable
understanding, is, of course, not new.

Classroom activities to
help children master the
new curriculum

• Understanding: Check that children understand the problem, activity or statement that
has been given. Does it need re-wording or further explanation? Do they have the subject
knowledge needed?
• Specialising: Encourage children to specialise by looking at, or creating, one specific
example. This then can be extended to looking at or creating a small group of examples. By
specialising, children are more likely to be able to explore the structure of the mathematics,
before widening out to make connections and generalisations.

If children show mastery in maths, it means that they have the ability to use maths as a life tool,
which goes beyond, and is far more useful, than the ability just to answer questions in tests.
To that end, in this resource you will find a wide variety of question and task structures, not
simply ‘test style questions’.

• Encouraging the use of representations: Representations are vital and significantly
enhance children’s experience and understanding of mathematics. Representations can
take many forms including practical – apparatus such as bead strings, counters, cubes,
etc.; recording/jottings – such as number lines; and internal – internalised versions of
representations which children visualise and imagine. Children should also be encouraged
to create their own representations. Encourage children to think about how they could
represent the statement, or how they could represent specific examples of the statement.

Mastery in maths fits perfectly with the aims and objectives of the 2014 national curriculum –
the most important part of this curriculum but often over-looked in favour of the list of content.
The aims are:
The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all pupils:

• Making a generalisation: After children have looked at, and often represented, specialised
examples, they can begin to explore the connections between their examples. Can they
make a statement that applies to all examples? If no generalised statement is possible, can
they make a statement which applies to some examples (and define which examples this
applies to) or explain why it is not possible to make a generalisation?

• become ﬂuent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through varied and frequent
practice with increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils develop conceptual
understanding and the ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately
• reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships and
generalisations, and developing an argument, justiﬁcation or proof using mathematical
language

• Extending: Provide a further, linked, question or investigation for children to explore.

Mastery with greater depth

• can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and
non-routine problems with increasing sophistication, including breaking down problems
into a series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions

Throughout the resource, there are suggestions for how to assess ‘mastery with greater depth’,
i.e. children who are able to complete these activities can be seen as making accelerated
progress towards full mastery of the primary mathematics curriculum. They will be able to use
and apply their skills and understanding to comparatively more complex problems.

Fundamental concepts in mastery: Fluency
Fluency is the ability rapidly to recall mathematical facts and knowledge, both out of context (e.g.
what is 5 × 6 = ?) and in context (e.g. eggs come in boxes of 6, how many eggs are in 5 boxes?),
and in a variety of forms (30 ÷ 5 = 6 and how many boxes of 6 do I need for 30 eggs?). This is best
developed through ensuring that children have a deep conceptual understanding of our number
system and are given opportunities frequently to practise recall and application through a rich task
which enables practice when there is a wider goal, rather than just ‘rote learning’.

4

Written specifically for the new curriculum, Mastering
Maths helps teachers to quickly identify common
misconceptions and supports greater depth of
understanding through problem-solving questions.

Mastering Maths

Introduction

NC learning objective
Compare and order unit fractions, and fractions with
the same denominators; recognise and use fractions as
numbers: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators

Concept
Number:
fractions,
decimals and
percentages

Rising Stars
Progression
Framework link
Number 3.3.c.1,
3.3.c.3

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year
Group pack includes a photocopiable
Teacher’s Book with 30 classroom
activities.
Permanent, whole-school access to the
ready-made activities via My Rising Stars

Online access
Price

£80 per Year Group
£420 for the complete pack

Free samples

10

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/masteringmaths

Mastery

Representations and resources Number lines; fractions strips; fraction bars; PCM1

Mastery

Working towards mastery

They recognise that when fractions
have the same denominator, a
larger numerator means a larger
fraction and so 85 is the largest
fraction and 81 is the smallest.
Children understand that 41 is equal
to 82 and so it belongs after 81 on a
number line. They also recognise
that 31 is more than 41 ( 82 ), but less
than a half ( 84 ) and so it belongs
between 41 and 84 on the number
line.

Children are able to place 41 , 21 and
3
at appropriate positions on a
4
number line. They can also place 31
with prompting.
Show children a blank number line
from 0 to 1. Ask children to label
where they think the fractions 41 , 21
and 43 belong on the line.
Ask: Is 13 more or less than a half?
Is it more or less than a quarter?
(Encourage children to draw 13 if
they are unsure.) Where would you
label 13 on your number line?

Mastery with greater depth
Children can place any fraction
in an appropriate position on a
number line.
Provide children with a blank
number line from 0 to 1 and show
11
and 43 .
them the fractions 126 31 121 12
Ask them to put the fractions in
order and then place them on
the number line in an appropriate
position. For example:
1
12

1
3

6
12

3
4

Project
activities onto
the whiteboard
for whole-class
discussion.

11
12

0

1

Children use the number line on
PCM1 and label it as follows:

✓ Save time with easy-to-use, ready-made activities
to project onto the whiteboard for whole-class use.

Product range

5

Mastery check

Children know how to compare
and order fractions with the same
denominator.

✓ Support teachers with guidance on implementing
a mastery approach and what mastery looks like in
the classroom.

1 and 2

As described above, mastery is a journey. Throughout this resource, there is advice on how to
support children who cannot yet meet the ‘mastery’ level for their Year. If children are not able
to meet the standard described in ‘working towards mastery’, then it shows that children have
a significant gap in their knowledge and understanding of this area. Intervention involving
previous Years’ activities may be helpful, as will substantial use of concrete materials and
images to support thinking. In addition, you may find On Track Maths, also published by Rising
Stars, a useful resource for filling these gaps in knowledge and understanding.

22 Orderly fractions

✓ Ensure children are secure in their understanding
of mathematical concepts with a series of carefully
crafted questions.

Key Stages

Children working towards mastery

1
8

1
4

1
3

4
8

5
8

0

1

Exact positioning of the fractions is
not necessary, but fractions must
be in the correct order.
To help assess this, these further
questions may be useful:

What to look for

Advice

Children who order the fractions 31 , 41 , 81 ,

Children who place

56

4
8

4
8

and 85 .

halfway along the line.

Mastering Maths Year 3

This is a common error. They are comparing the
numbers in each fraction rather than considering
what they mean. Further experience with a variety of
representations to explore denominators and what they
represent will be useful. Provide children with visual
representations of unitary fractions and ask them to
explain why, for example, 31 is larger than 41 , even though
3 is smaller than 4.
This shows that they are beginning to understand
equivalent fractions. Use the opportunity to discuss
with them why they decided to place 84 at the halfway
point. Do they know any other fractions that are the
same as 21 ?

•

How do you compare fractions
with each other?

•

Are there any fractions that you
can place exactly where they
belong? How do you know?

•

Which is the smallest fraction
listed? Which is the largest? How
do you know?

To help support children
Provide children with fraction strips or bars to help visualise the size of each fraction. However, encourage them to
go on to compare the fractions in notation form, not just looking at the sizes of the strips, and relate the different
representations of each fraction.

Orderly fractions

Mastering Maths_Teacher Book_Y3.indd 56-57

57
16/06/16 12:51 AM

Sample taken from Mastering
Maths Year 3

www.risingstars-uk.com/masteringmaths
01235 400 555

Rising Stars Mathematics is a mastery-based programme to
ensure in-depth knowledge of the new curriculum.
See page 18 for more information.
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More Able

Challenging problem-solving activities
to extend your higher attainers
he
or t r 4:
a
hs f
Mat Able Ye
e
als
Mor Decim

2 .34 m

2.43 m

3.24 m

Jade writes down these five measurements.
3. Help Jade write all of these measurements in order, from
smallest to largest. Find a way to prove your decision
each time.

2.04 m

Ideal for:
• whole-class sessions
• group work with a TA
• homework
investigations
• after-school maths
clubs.

2.3 m

HINT: You could use

partitioning to help you
prove your decisions.

Destination – Olympus Mons

4. Write down another two measurements that would go between theYear
ones
shown here. One of the
4
numbers should have only tenths and the other should have tenths and hundredths.

 An expedition to Olympus – the highest mountain and largest volcano in the Solar System.
It is almost three times the height of Mount Everest.

smallest

1. Find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit
number by 10, 100 (and 1000), identifying the
value of the digits in the answer as units, tenths
and hundredths.
2. Round
decimals
with
decimal place to the
Dara is driving, so Jade, Ceri and Zack have been busy taking many digital
images
along
theone
way.
nearest whole number (and with two decimal
places
to
the
nearest
number
with one decimal
Each Mariner is using a different lens on their camera.
place).
3. Compare numbers with the same number of
decimal places up to two decimal places.
10× zoom
100× zoom
1000× zoom

We’ll need to take the camera
equipment and the special lenses
to get some good shots!

1. Use the clues below to find out which Mariner has taken which images and what lens they are using.

Running the Activity

• The Mariner was standing 2850 m away when they took the image ofBackground
Olympus Mons.
How
secure
are the
using a place value grid
• Jade used the lens that made the strange rock look 3.05 m away when
it was
really
305children
m away!
to
multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100 (and 1000)?
• The image of Mount Sharp makes it look only 125.4 m away.
• Ceri took the image of the mountain that appeared to be about 3 m How
away.confidently can they explain the effect on the

1. Copy and complete the table to show how the different lenses work.

10× zoom
100× zoom
1000× zoom

Away We Go

42 metres

Curriculum Focus

The Mariners are in the Rover and on their way to Olympus Mons.

The special lenses make objects
appear much closer. The 10× zoom
lens makes objects appear 10 times
closer. This means than an object 20 metres away would look like it was only 2 metres away!

20 metres
2 metres

TEACHER’S NOTES
largest

Free Running

Attention, Mariners! Today you must
start your expedition to Olympic
Mons. We are keen to explore this
mountain and volcano as scientists
on Earth want more photographic
evidence of its magnitude.

Starting Off

? metres

258 metres

digits and the use of zero as a place holder?

? metres
S.I.D.’s Challenge

1.75 metres

Use what you have found out to complete this table.

0.5 metres
Jade writes down the new measurements like this using partitioning
to help her: 3.45 m = 3 m + 4 m + 5 m
10

Lens used

Actual distance

100

Olympus Mons
Strange rock
Mount Sharp

1. Find the new measurements with the 100× zoom and show the value of each digit in the same
way that Jade has done here.
2. Round each of the new measurements to the nearest whole metre (e.g. 3.45 m would round
down to 3 m)

MAM03 samples.indd 6

5

23/09/2013 12:48

Published
in association
with

Key knowledge: To compare one and two decimal place
numbers, it is useful to consider tenths expressed in hundredths,
i.e. 2.3 as 2.30 to help compare it with 2.34.

Destination – Olympus Mons

Solving problems about decimals.

What experience do they have of working with
measure and applying knowledge of place value to
make sense of the value of each digit, particularly for
decimals? Can they explain the rules for rounding?

Rounded to one
Distance
Caninthey confidently partition numbers with one or
decimal place,
two decimal places using this notation? U + ? + ?
image,
e.g. 3.41 m
10 100
e.g. 3.41
m
These tasks require
roundschildren
to 3.4 to
m multiply and divide
numbers by 10, 100 and 1000 in a problem-solving
context and be able to round to the nearest whole
number and to one decimal place.

×?
×?
×?

Within Starting Off, children use the given criteria
to divide values by 10, 100 and 1000. They are also
required to use the inverse.

MAM03 samples.indd 7

In S.I.D.’s Challenge they must also apply skills of
rounding to one decimal place.

Look for children who make use of the place value grid
to help them make sense of dividing by 10, 100 and
1000. Look for children who confidently explain the
use of the zero as a place holder.
Share examples of rounding and ask children to suggest
other decimal numbers that can be rounded to the
same amount.

Solving problems about volume and money.

 Earth has sent the supply ship for it be returned loaded with a cargo of gold
Plans have been made to mine and export ‘Gagarin-gold’.

Answers
1.

10× zoom
100× zoom
1000× zoom

20 metres
2 metres
0.2 m
0.02 m

Away We Go
1. 73

0.73

105

1.05

99.9

0.999

42 metres
4.2 m
0.42 m
0.042 m

Key knowledge: When dividing by 10, 100 and 1000, the
digits move to the right by one, two or three places, respectively.
Zeros are needed as place holders so that we know that the
number is now 10, 100 or 1000 times smaller.

175 metres 258 metres 500 metres
17.5 m
25.8 m
50 m
1.75 m
2.58 m
5m
0.175 m
0.258 m
0.5 m

I have a small nugget of
‘Gagarin-gold’ as a souvenir.
I wonder if that will help?

7 + 3
10
100
1.05 = 1 + 5
100
0.999 = 0 + 9 + 9 + 9
10
100 1000
0.73 = 0 +

The Mariners all fetch their nuggets to see how much they have in total.
All pieces have been melted and shaped into small cubes or cuboids.
Jade
180 mm3

2. 0.73 m,1.05 m and 0.999 m all round to 1 m.
3. 2.04 m, 2.3 m, 2.34 m, 2.43 m, 3.43 m
4. 2.4 (one decimal place) is the only value that can go between 2.34 m and 2.43
m. There are more solutions for a value with two decimal places, e.g. 2.35 m,
2.36 m, 2.37 m (2.40 m!), 2.41 m and 2.42 m.

Away We Go

✓ Engage your pupils using challenging problem-solving activities.
✓ Gain the confidence to stretch your more able pupils in mathematics.
✓ Adapt and edit activities to create your own resources.
✓ Give pupils opportunities to explore and apply national curriculum maths content.
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www.risingstars-uk.com/mma
01235 400 555

S.I.D.’s Challenge
Distance in image,
e.g. 3.41 m

Rounded to one decimal
place, e.g. 3.41 m
rounds 3.4 m

Lens used

Actual
distance

×1000

2850 m

2.85 m

2.9 m

×100
×10

305 m
1254 m

3.05 m
125.4 m

3.1 m
125.4 m

Away We Go
1 gram = 0.052 cm

3

More Able
1 gram (Gagarin-gold) = £83

Find the value of these nuggets of ‘Gagarin-gold’.
1. 0.416 cm³

2. 1.066 cm³

3. 10.4 cm³

4. What is the volume of a nugget with a value of £4150?
32

23/09/2013 12:48

Key Stages

1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year Group pack includes a photocopiable
Teacher’s Book with 20 classroom activities.

Online access

Permanent, whole-school access to editable versions of the activities via
My Rising Stars

Price

£80 per Year Group
£340 for the Complete Pack

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/mma

The new primary maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics
provides stretch and extension within a mastery-based
curriculum. See page 18 for more information.

Dara
91.125 mm3

H

3. One of the dimensions for each of the other cuboid shapes is
not a whole number.
Find a possible solution for each cuboid.

7

Maths for the More Able provides a rich bank of maths activities that enables children
to explore new curriculum content in greater depth and develop their mathematical
reasoning skills.

Ceri
126 mm3

2. Two of the Mariners have cube shaped nuggets.
Which Mariners are these? What do we call these numbers?

Within Away We Go, children move on to partitioning
decimal numbers to include tenths, hundredths and
thousandths. The problem extends to ordering decimals
including comparing one and two decimal places.

MAM03 samples.indd 8

Zack
216 mm3

1. Find possible dimensions for each of the Mariners’ nuggets.
No measurements are 1 mm.

Jade 100× zoom strange rock
Ceri 1000× zoom Olympus Mons
Zack 10× zoom Mount Sharp

Olympus
Mons
Strange rock
Mount Sharp

Attention, M
will arrive on
waited a ver
know that on
to Earth, but
made if it is

Starting Off

Starting Off

23/09/2013 12:48

Sample taken from Maths for
the More Able Year 4

a hard bargain

Sharing Results and Evaluating

Free Running

Starting Off

6

Free Running

Within Free Running, children are presented with
a logic problem involving the skills used so far.

Y6_MoreAbleMaths_pages.indd 32
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Intervention
Identify gaps in children’s
knowledge and understanding.

1. Sets the building blocks

Do you have children who are struggling
to grasp mathematical concepts and are
in danger of falling behind? On Track
Maths offers a new approach to maths
intervention by targeting gaps in
children’s knowledge with intensive,
sequential lessons.

Teachers can select areas of
knowledge by topic, and focus
on specific areas of concern.

3. Ensures progress

Sequential intensive lessons
and tasks will reteach and
consolidate concepts.

teacher book.indd 11

Targeted maths
intervention

2. Offers maximum flexibility

Number: Place value
Curriculum
year
5

Programme of Study content

Page reference

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

ON TRACK

Name:

MATHS

• Read, write, order and compare numbers up to 1,000,000 and
determine the value of each digit

ON TRACK

• Round any number up to 1,000,000 to the nearest 10, 100,
1000, 10,000, 100,000
4

YEAR 3

MATHS

• Recognise the place value of each digit in a 4-digit number
(ones, tens, hundreds, thousands)
• Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different
representations

Strand: Number

• Compare and order numbers up to 10,000

DAY

1

• Round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000
3

Sub-strand: Count and Represent Numbers

• Read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals

• Identify, represent and estimate numbers up to 1000 using
different representations

On Track Maths enables teachers to:

AC
H

ACTIVITY 1: Up and down the staircase
Focus: Counting up and down in 100s to and beyond the 1000 barrier

• Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and words
• Recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number
(tens, ones)

✓ identify gaps in children’s knowledge
and understanding with easy-to-use
identification grids

E Recite from 0–1200 and 1200–0 in hundreds
with the children joining in.

• Identify, represent and estimate numbers to 100 using different
representations, including the number line

1

• Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words
• Identify and represent numbers using concrete objects and
pictorial representations including the number line
• Use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer),
most, least

8/20/2016 2:46:23 PM

• Use ordinal numbers in context
© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016.

Use the
identification
grids to map
children’s
knowledge and
identify gaps.

E They predict the number their counter
will rest on. They check by counting in
hundreds and moving the counter up
the staircase. So, for example, if the
child rolls a 6 and a 5 (total 11),
You may photocopy this page. 11
they would end up on 1100.
100s staircase
up to 1200

400

200
100

RESOURCES

0

ACTIVITY 2: Spot the missing number

• Activity 2: Number cards from
0–1200 in 100s

Focus: Numbers out of order

0
30

40

500

600

700

800

100

Online access

Permanent, whole-school online access via My
Rising Stars

Price

£600 for the Complete Pack

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

www.risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths
01235 400 555

• Activity 1: Number cards from
100–1000, books and rubber
band to make a staircase,
counters, 2 die
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Number arc facing the child

1200

Key Stage 1 and 2 Pack. Each pack includes a
ring binder containing the Teacher’s Guide and
an Activity Pack.

Rising Stars Progression
Framework: 3.1.a.1,
3.1.a.2, 3.1.b.2
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Product range

• Find 100 more or less than a
given number

500

0

1 and 2

• Read numbers up to 1000 in
numerals

800
600
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Key Stages

• Count from 0–1200 in
multiples of 100

700

E Each child places a counter on zero and
takes turns to roll both the die.

• Read and write numbers to 100 in numerals

OBJECTIVE

1200
1100
1000
900

TIP: If you notice children struggling, consider
whether they need support such as a number line.

• Compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use <, > and =
signs

0
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TE

• Compare and order numbers up to 1000; use <, > and = signs
2

✓ easily deliver the structured sessions
with supporting teacher guidance.

“Children can experience obstacles to
learning caused by a lack of understanding
of fundamental concepts. For example,
a child in Year 5 may experience serious
difficulties with large numbers because
their understanding of basic place value
was not secure when they were taught
it many years before. On Track Maths
provides teachers with the tools that
they need to identify what a child can do
and understand, and then go back to the
relevant curriculum year’s knowledge to
plug the gaps and put them back on track.”
Eleanor Hick, On Track Maths author

IDENTIFYING NEEDS

• Recognise the place value of each digit in a three-digit number
(hundredths, tens, ones)

✓ use a comprehensive range of activities
to teach, apply and assess learning

The On Track Maths concept

Intervention

E The children work in pairs. Each child makes an arc with the number
cards in order from zero to 1200.
E Child 1 closes their eyes while Child 2 removes one of the cards. Child 1
must then work out which is the missing card and say the number.
E To extend the activity once the children have a level of confidence, Child 1
must write down the missing number on their white board.

WATCH: Watch carefully for any errors – especially as you cross the 1000
boundary to 1100 and 1200. The children may write 1001 or 1002. This would
indicate that their understanding of place value is still insecure. Check that they are
secure with writing 101, 111, 110, 120 and then explain the link with the thousands.
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You may photocopy this page.

Sample taken from On Track Maths, Year 3

The new primary maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics
supports children of all abilities to move through the maths
programme of study. See page 18 for more information.
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Practice
Matching grid to the maths programme of study makes
it easy to find the practice you need.
Statement in Maths PoS (Year 5)

Practice Activity
Number, place value, approximation and estimation

Secure understanding
with flexible, photocopiable
practice worksheets

Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1 000 000 and determine the value of each digit

Place value

Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 1 000 000

Counting in steps of 10

Interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive and negative whole numbers through zero

Negative numbers

Round any number up to 1 000 000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000

Rounding up or down

Solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above

Number problems (1)

Read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise years written in Roman numerals.

Roman numerals

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

Many multiples

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

Fractions of shapes

Addition and subtraction

Add and subtract
whole numbers
4 digits,
including
using
‘Multiples’
meanswith
the more
samethan
as ‘lots
of’ or
‘counting
in efficient
steps of’.written methods (columnar addition and subtraction)
Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers

1
Addition
This
is a square with —
2 coloured.

Subtraction

A multiple of 2 could be 2, 4, 6, 8…

A multiple of 5 could be 5, 10, 15, 20…

Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy

Checking answers using rounding

numbers are
multiples
of many
other numbers.
Solve additionSome
and subtraction
multi-step
problems
in contexts,
deciding which operations and methods to use and why.

Number problems (2)

Ruby
10 is a multiple of 2, 5 and 10!

Pearl

Pearl

Diamond

Identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs
Write all the numbers
from 1 to 30 in your

Write all the numbers
from 1 to 50 in your

Write all the numbers
from 1 to 75 in your

1. Circle all the multiples

1. Circle all the multiples

1. Which are the multiples

2. Circle all the multiples
of 5 in red.

2. Circle all the multiples
of 5 in red.

2. Which are the multiples
of 2?

3. Circle all the multiples

3. Circle all the multiples

3. Which are the multiples

of 10 in blue.
10 in blue.
3?
Know and use the vocabulary
of prime numbers, primeoffactors
and composite (non-prime)ofnumbers

Establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and recall prime numbers up to 19

of to
2 in
green.by a one- or two-digit of
2 in green.
of 4? including long multiplication for
Multiply numbers up
4 digits
number
using an efficient written method,
two-digit numbers
4. Which are the multiples
4. Which are the multiples
4. Which are the multiples
of 5 less than 20?

of 10 less than 40?

of 5?

Multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts
5. Which are the multiples
of 10 less than 30?

1. Draw a square with
1
red and —
blue.
4

2. Draw a diamond with
6
— red. How else can
8

2. Draw a diamond with
8
— green. How else can
10
you write this fraction?

2. Draw a diamond with
6
— green. How else can
10
you write this fraction?

3. Draw 5 small squares.

3. Draw 15 small squares.
Put a circle around 12
of them. What fraction
is outside the circle?

3. Draw 18 small circles.
2
Put a ring around —
of
3
them. How many is
this?

4. A pair of shoes costs
£24.00. They are in the
1
sale with —
off. How
3
much do they cost?

3
4. A 2 litre jug is —
full.
4
How much is in it?

✓ Develop fluency with a bank of questions that
covers every objective in the new maths curriculum.
✓ Support all children to move through the
curriculum together with questions at varying levels
of challenge.
✓ Fit in practice alongside your existing planning with
easy-to-use matching grids linked to the maths
programme of study.
✓ Save time with ready-made, editable questions for
the whole class to access.
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5. Which are the multiples
of 10?

Putfactors
a circle
2
Using
to around
solve problems
of them. What fraction
is inside the circle?

Prime
numbers
4. A pair of shoes costs

£16.00. They are half
price in the sale. How
Prime
numbers
much do they cost?
5. A piece of ribbon is
Long200cm
division
long. Anna uses
3
— of it. How much is
4
left?

5. Anna cuts a 3m length
of wood into 2 parts.
One part is 3 times as
long as the other. How
Understanding multiplication and division
long is the short piece?

Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using the efficient written method of short division and interpret remainders
Which
are the multiples
6. Which are the multiples
6. Which are the multiples
appropriately for6.the
context

Short division

Multiply and divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 7. Which are the multiples

Multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000

of 2 more than 16?

Practise Maths is a new set of activities for Years 1-6
which provides your school with hundreds of readymade questions for every objective in the new maths
curriculum.

5. Which are the multiples
of 5 less than 24?
of 2 more than 28?

of 2 and 3?

Tip!

of 3 and 4?

Recognise and use square numbers Tip!
and cube numbers, and the notation for squared (2) and cubed (3)

3
4

1. Draw a rectangle with
1
1
— red and — blue.
4
8

Finding
factors
you mutiples
write thisand
fraction?

Solve problems book.
involving multiplication and divisionbook.
where larger numbers are used by book.
decomposing them into their factors

Diamond

1. Draw a rectangle with
1
1
— red and — blue.

4
2
Multiplication
and division

Ruby

Fully
editable
activities

Square and cube

When dividing your shape make
sure that all parts are exactly
the same size.
numbers

—

5. Between 18:13 and
1
22:45 Tom spent —
of
4
his time watching TV.
How long is this?
6. A bag of spaghetti
weighs 1.2 kg. There is
1
an offer of —
extra
3
free. What is the
weight now?
7. Draw a rectangle with
2
— yellow. Draw
3
4
another with —
orange.
6
What can you say
about the rectangles?

3 Multiples of 2 end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8.

Solve problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication
and division and a combination of these, including understanding the
3 Multiples
of 5 end in 0 or 5.
meaning of the equals sign

Number problems (3)

3 Multiples of 10 end in 0.

Free Plain Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/plain/

Fractions

6

Solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving simple rates.

Multiplication problems

Sample
takenwhose
from
Compare
and order fractions
denominators are all multiples of the same number

Ordering fractions

Practise Maths Year 6

Key Stages

Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one form to the other

Product range

1 and 2

7

Converting fractions

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year Group includes a photocopiable
Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and related fractions; write mathematical statements >1 as a mixed number
Adding and
subtracting
Teacher’s Book
with
50 fractions
classroom activities.
(e.g. 2/5 + 4/5 = 6/5 = 1 1/5)

Questions
to cover every
objective of
the new
curriculum

Online access

mixed numbers andaccess
fractions to editable versions of the activities via
Permanent,Multiplying
whole-school
My Rising Stars

Price

£60 per Year Group
£330 for the Complete Pack

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths

Multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole numbers, supported by materials and diagrams.

www.risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths
01235 400 555

The new primary maths programme Rising Stars Mathematics
includes pupil Practice Books to consolidate learning and secure
understanding. See page 18 for more information.

Practice
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Whole-school Programme

What’s included in
Rising Stars Mathematics?

Your
whole-school
solution from
just £950

Pupil Textbooks
Engaging, full-colour textbooks provide a
carefully crafted learning journey through the
curriculum, helping all children to succeed in
mathematics.

A complete programme to
confidently implement a mastery
curriculum across your school

Teacher’s Guides

Drawing on the best teaching and learning approaches from the UK, Shanghai
and Singapore but written specifically for the English curriculum, Rising Stars
Mathematics will help to develop maths mastery in every classroom.

Comprehensive, easy-to-follow Teacher’s Guide
develop background subject knowledge
and support all teachers to deliver a mastery
curriculum.

✓ Introduce a complete mastery curriculum across your school with comprehensive,
easy-to-use Teacher Guides and essential subject knowledge videos created by UK
mathematics experts.

Practice Books

✓ Help all children to succeed in mathematics using high-quality textbooks that
provide a carefully crafted learning journey through the curriculum.

Encourage children to embed their conceptual
understanding through carefully structured
practice.

✓ Embed problem solving and reasoning into every maths lesson through an
enquiry-based approach that develops children’s conceptual understanding of
mathematics.
Half-termly
Assessments

Key Stages

Early Years, Years 1 and 2

Product range

Year Group packs for Years 1-6. Each Year Group pack includes a
Teacher’s Guide, 15 Textbooks and 30 Practice Books. Early Years pack
includes Teacher’s Guide, 12 table mats, 12 posters and access to online
resources. Please contact your local sales consultant for a bespoke price
for your school.

Print pack
prices

£435 per Year Group
£300 for Rising Stars Mathematics in the Early Years
£2,500 for the Early Years to Year 6 print pack

Online prices

£950 for Early Years to Year 6 online resources.

Free samples

Download free sample activities from
www.risingstars-uk.com/rsm
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www.risingstars-uk.com/rsm
01235 400 555

Detailed
teaching
guidance to
and
CPD support
Half-termly
assessments
identify
gaps and inform teaching

Ensure children have mastered the concepts
covered with time-saving, easy-to-implement
half-termly tests.

eTexbooks

NEW

Early Years
now
available!

“Rising Stars Mathematics empowers teachers to become experts in every
concept, delivering high quality lessons whilst cutting down workload.”
Peter Richardson, Assistant Head Teacher, Walton-le-Dale Primary School

Year

5

Half-termly Assessment

Project digital versions of the Textbook onto
the whiteboard for whole-class teaching.

Online Teaching and
Learning resources
Support all teachers to deliver a mastery
curriculum with CPD videos, concept
animations for children, eTeacher’s Guides,
editable medium term plans and an interactive
Teacher Toolkit.

Want to find out more? Book an appointment with your local
sales consultant. www.risingstars-uk.com/consultants
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Whole-school
Programme

Free maths resources to
support your school
Rising Stars Mathematics Bar Model Starter Kit

Bar Model
Starter Kit

A quick and easy-to-use guide to the bar model, including how it works and
how it can help children in your school.
www.risingstars-uk.com/barmodel

Mathematical Vocabulary eBook
Introduce the right words at the right time to ensure steady progression
in maths. This free eBook includes vocab checklists for Years 1 and 6 and
guidance on the importance of spoken language in mathematics.
www.risingstars-uk.com/mathsvocab

Progression Framework for Mathematics
Developed by assessment experts, the Progression Framework for mathematics
breaks down the curriculum into individual statements with “what to look
for” guidance to help teachers identify gaps in children’s knowledge and
understanding.
www.risingstars-uk.com/frameworks

These are just the highlights! You can access many more free
maths resources at www.risingstars-uk.com/maths

Join our maths community
Want to receive the latest free resources direct to your inbox?
Sign up to the monthly maths newsletter to stay up-to-date with the latest news,
free resources and advice articles from our expert author team. Simply register by creating
a free My Rising Stars account and selecting ‘Maths’ as your subject preference.

Visit www.risingstars-uk.com to sign up now.

www.risingstars-uk.com/maths
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